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Regula'on	of	Gene	Expression	
BIOL	222	

Ch.	18	

Overview:	Conduc'ng	the	Gene'c	Orchestra	

•  Prokaryotes	and	eukaryotes		

•  alter	gene	expression		

•  in	response	to	their	changing	environment	

•  In	mul@cellular	eukaryotes	

•  gene	expression	dictates	cell	des@ny	

•  RNA	molecules		

•  play	many	roles	in	regula@ng	gene	expression	in	eukaryotes	

Bacterial	Transcrip'onal	Regula'on		

•  Natural	selec@on		

•  has	favored	bacteria	that	

produce	only	the	products	

needed	by	that	cell	

•  A	cell	can	regulate	the	produc@on	

of	enzymes		

•  by	feedback	inhibi@on	or	by	

gene	regula@on	

•  Gene	expression	in	bacteria		

•  controlled	by	the	operon	

model	
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Operons:	The	Basic	Concept	

•  A	cluster	of	func@onally	related	genes		

•  can	be	under	coordinated	control	
by	a	single	on-off	“switch”	

•  operator		

•  The	regulatory	“switch”		

•  usually	posi@oned	within	the	
promoter	

•  operon		

•  en@re	stretch	of	DNA	that	includes		

•  operator,	the	promoter,	and	
the	genes	that	they	control	

•  repressor		

•  Protein	that	switches	operon	off	

•  prevents	gene	transcrip@on		

•  binds	to	operator,	blocking	RNA	
polymerase	

•  product	of	a	separate	regulatory	gene	

•  can	be	ac@ve	or	inac@ve	

•  depending	on	presence	of	other	
molecules	

•  corepressor		

•  cooperates	with	a	repressor	protein	to	switch	
an	operon	off	

•  For	example,	E.	coli	can	synthesize	the	amino	acid	
tryptophan…	

Operons:	The	Basic	Concept	

•  By	default	the	trp	operon	is	on		

•  genes	for	tryptophan	synthesis	are	transcribed	

•  When	tryptophan	is	present	

•  it	binds	to	the	trp	repressor	protein	

•  Together	turning	the	operon	off		

•  By	both	binding	to	regulator	

•  repressor	is	ac@ve	only	in	the	presence	of	its	corepressor	tryptophan	

•  thus	the	trp	operon	is	turned	off	(repressed)	if	tryptophan	levels	are	

high	

Operon	Repression	
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Fig.	18-3	

Polypeptide subunits that make up 
enzymes for tryptophan synthesis 

(b) Tryptophan present, repressor active, operon off 

Tryptophan 
(corepressor) 

(a) Tryptophan absent, repressor inactive, operon on 
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Two	Types	of	Nega've	Gene	Regula'on	

•  Repressible	operon		

•  usually	on	

•  binding	of	a	repressor	to	the	operator	shuts	off	transcrip@on	

•  Like	trp	operon	

•  Inducible	operon		

•  usually	off	

•  inducer	inac@vates	the	repressor		

•  turns	on	transcrip@on	

Inducible	Operon	

•  lac	operon		

•  inducible	operon	

•  Genes	code	for	enzymes		

•  For	hydrolysis	and	metabolism	of	

lactose	

•  By	itself,	the	lac	repressor	is	ac@ve		

•  switches	the	lac	operon	off	

•  inducer		

•  inac@vates	the	repressor	to	turn	the	lac	

operon	on	
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Fig.	18-4	

(b) Lactose present, repressor inactive, operon on 

(a) Lactose absent, repressor active, operon off 
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PLAY	

•  Inducible	enzymes		

•  usually	func@on	in	catabolic	pathways	

•  synthesis	is	induced	by	a	chemical	signal	

•  Repressible	enzymes		

•  usually	func@on	in	anabolic	pathways	

•  synthesis	is	repressed	by	high	levels	of	the	end	product	

•  Regula@on	of	the	trp	and	lac	operons		

•  involves	nega%ve	control	of	genes		

•  because	operons	are	switched	off	by	the	ac.ve	form	of	the	

repressor	

Operon	

Posi've	Gene	Regula'on	
•  Ac'vator	(accelerator)	

•  Some	operons	subject	to	posi@ve	control		

•  through	a	s@mulatory	protein	

•  Such	as	catabolite	ac@vator	protein	(CAP)		

•  When	glucose	(a	preferred	food	source	of	E.	coli)	is	scarce	

•  CAP	is	ac@vated	by	binding	with	cyclic	AMP	

•  Ac@vated	CAP	binds	promoter	of	lac	operon	

•  increases	affinity	of	RNA	polymerase	

•  accelera@ng	transcrip@on	

•  When	glucose	levels	increase	

•  CAP	detaches	from	the	lac	operon	

•  transcrip@on	returns	to	a	normal	rate	
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Fig.	18-5	

(b) Lactose present, glucose present (cAMP level 
      low): little lac mRNA synthesized 
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(a) Lactose present, glucose scarce (cAMP level 
      high): abundant lac mRNA synthesized 

Differen'al	Gene	Expression	in	Eukaryotes	

•  Cells	in	a	mul@cellular	eukaryo@c	organism		

•  gene@cally	iden@cal	

•  differen'al	gene	expression		

•  Creates	differences	between	cell	types	
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Regula'on	of	Chroma'n	Structure	

•  highly	packed	heterochroma@n		

•  Genes	are	usually	not	

expressed	

•  Chemical	modifica@ons	to	histones		

•  and	DNA	of	chroma@n		

•  influence	both	chroma@n	

structure	and	gene	expression	
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Histone	Modifica'ons	
•  histone	acetyla'on	

•  acetyl	groups	are	aXached	to	posi@vely	
charged	lysines	in	histone	tails	

•  loosens	chroma@n	structure	

•  promo@ng	transcrip@on	

•  histone	methyla'on		

•  can	condense	chroma@n	

•  Can	cause	long	term	gene	inac@va@on	

•  Leading	to	altered	cell	differen@a@on	

•  phosphoryla'on	next	to	a	methylated	
amino	acid		

•  can	loosen	chroma@n	

Histone 
tails 

DNA 
double helix 

(a) Histone tails protrude outward from a 
      nucleosome 

Acetylated histones 

Amino 
acids 
available 
for chemical 
modification 

(b) Acetylation of histone tails promotes loose 
      chromatin structure that permits transcription 

Unacetylated histones 

Epigene'c	Inheritance	

•  epigene'c	inheritance		

•  traits	transmiXed	by	mechanisms	not	directly	involving	the	nucleo@de	
sequence	

•  Due	to	methyla@on,	acetyla@on,	or	phosphoryla@on	
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Organiza'on	of	a	Typical	Eukaryo'c	Gene	
•  control	elements	

•  segments	of	noncoding	DNA		

•  help	regulate	transcrip@on	by	binding	certain	proteins	

•  cri@cal	to	the	precise	regula@on	of	gene	expression		

•  in	different	cell	types	
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•  Proximal	control	elements		

•  located	close	to	the	

promoter	

•  Distal	control	elements	

•  enhancers		

•  ac@vator		

•  binds	to	an	enhancer		

•  s@mulates	

transcrip@on	of	a	

gene	

Enhancers	and	Specific	Transcrip'on	Factors	
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PLAY	

RNA	Processing	

•  Post-transla@onal	control	

•  alterna've	RNA	splicing	

•  different	mRNA	molecules	

•  from	the	same	

primary	transcript	

•  depending	on	

which	exons	are	

used	

or 

RNA splicing 

mRNA 

Primary 
RNA 
transcript 

Troponin T gene 
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DNA 

mRNA	Degrada'on	

•  Life	span	of	mRNA	molecules		

•  key	to	determining	protein	

synthesis		

•  determined	in	part	by	sequences	in	

the	leader	and	trailer	regions	

•  Eukaryo@c	mRNA		

•  more	long	lived	than	prokaryo@c	

mRNA	

•  Methylated	cap,	Poly-A	tail	
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Protein	Processing	and	Degrada'on	
•  protein	processing	

•  The	cleavage	and/or	addi@on	of	chemical	groups	

•  subject	to	control	

•  Proteasomes		

•  giant	protein	complexes		

•  bind	protein	molecules	and	degrade	them	

Proteasome 
and ubiquitin 
to be recycled Proteasome 

Protein 
fragments 
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Ini'a'on	of	Transla'on	
•  Other	forms	of	regula@on	include	regula@on	of…	

•  the	ini@a@on	of	transla@on	of	selected	
mRNAs		

•  can	be	blocked	by	regulatory	proteins	
in	the	cytosol	

•  that	bind	to	sequences	or	
structures	of	the	mRNA	

•  Alterna@vely,	transla@on	of	all	mRNAs	in	a	
cell	may	be	regulated	simultaneously	

•  Ie.	transla@on	ini@a@on	factors	are	
simultaneously	ac@vated		

•  in	an	egg	following	fer@liza@on	

Noncoding	RNAs	

•  Only	a	small	frac@on	of	DNA	codes	for	proteins,	

rRNA,	and	tRNA	

•  A	significant	amount	of	the	genome		

•  may	be	transcribed	into	noncoding	RNAs	

•  Noncoding	RNAs		

•  regulate	gene	expression	at	two	points	

•  chroma@n	configura@on		

•  mRNA	transla@on	
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MicroRNAs	and	Small	Interfering	RNAs	
•  RNA	interference	(RNAi)		

•  Process	of	inhibi@on	of	gene	
expression	by	RNA	
molecules	

•  caused	by	small	interfering	
RNAs	(siRNAs)	

•  MicroRNAs	(miRNAs)	

•  small	single-stranded	RNA	

molecules		

•  bind	to	mRNA	

•  can	degrade	mRNA	or	block	

its	transla@on	

miRNA- 
protein 
complex (a) Primary miRNA transcript 

Translation blocked 

Hydrogen 
bond 

(b) Generation and function of miRNAs 

Hairpin miRNA 

miRNA 

Dicer 

3ʹ 

mRNA degraded 

5ʹ 

•  siRNAs	and	miRNAs		

•  similar	but	form	from	different	RNA	
precursors	

•  siRNAs		

•  play	a	role	in	heterochroma@n	
forma@on	by	facilita@ng	methyla@on	

•  can	block	large	regions	of	the	
chromosome	

•  may	also	block	transcrip@on	of	
specific	genes	

MicroRNAs	and	Small	Interfering	RNAs	

Differen'al	Gene	Expression	and	Cell	Differen'a'on	

•  embryonic	development	

•  fer@lized	egg	gives	rise	to	many	

different	cell	types	

•  Cell	types	are	organized	successively	into		

•  @ssues,	organs,	organ	systems,	and	

the	whole	organism	

•  Gene	expression	orchestrates	the	

developmental	programs	of	animals	
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•  Cell	differen'a'on		

•  process	by	which	cells	become	

specialized	in	structure	and	func@on	

•  morphogenesis	

•  physical	processes	that	give	an	

organism	its	shape		

•  Differen@al	gene	expression		

•  results	from	genes	being	regulated	

differently	in	each	cell	type	

•  Materials	in	the	egg	can	set	up	gene	

regula@on	that	is	carried	out	as	cells	divide	

Differen'al	Gene	Expression	and	Cell	Differen'a'on	

Cytoplasmic	Determinants	
•  An	egg’s	cytoplasm	contains	

•  RNA,	proteins,	and	other	
substances		

•  that	are	distributed	unevenly	
in	the	unfer@lized	egg	

•  Cytoplasmic	determinants		

•  maternal	substances	in	the	egg	
that	influence	early	development	

•  During	mitosis		

•  cells	contain	different	
cytoplasmic	determinants	

•  leads	to	different	gene	
expression	

(a) Cytoplasmic determinants in the egg 
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determinants 

Unfertilized egg cell 

Sperm 

Fertilization 
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Mitotic 
cell division 

Two-celled 
embryo 

Nucleus 

•  induc'on	

•  A	process	where	signal	

molecules	from	embryonic	

cells		

•  cause	transcrip@onal	

changes	in	nearby	target	

cells	

•  Thus,	interac@ons	between	cells	

induce	differen@a@on	of	specialized	

cell	types	

Induc've	Signals	

(b) Induction by nearby cells 
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Sequen'al	Regula'on	of	Gene	Expression	

•  Determina'on		

•  commits	a	cell	to	its	final	

fate	

•  precedes	differen@a@on	

•  Cell	differen@a@on	is	marked	by	

the	produc@on	of	@ssue-specific	

proteins	
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Nucleus 
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DNA 

Master regulatory gene myoD Other muscle-specific genes 

OFF 

OFF mRNA 

MyoD protein 
(transcription 

factor) Myoblast 
(determined) 

mRNA mRNA mRNA mRNA 
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and cell cycle– 
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(fully differentiated cell) 
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transcription 

factor 

Types	of	Genes	Associated	with	Cancer	
•  Cancer		

•  can	be	caused	by	muta@ons	to	genes		

•  that	regulate	cell	growth	and	division	

•  Tumor	viruses	

•  	can	cause	cancer	in	animals	including	humans	

•  Oncogenes		

•  cancer-causing	genes	

•  Proto-oncogenes		

•  corresponding	normal	cellular	genes		

•  responsible	for	normal	cell	growth	and	division	

•  Conversion	of	a	proto-oncogene	to	an	oncogene		

•  can	lead	to	abnormal	s@mula@on	of	the	cell	cycle	

•  Proto-oncogenes	can	be	converted	to	oncogenes	by	

•  Movement	of	DNA	within	the	genome:	if	it	ends	up	near	an	ac@ve	
promoter,	transcrip@on	may	increase	

•  Amplifica@on	of	a	proto-oncogene:	increases	the	number	of	copies	of	the	
gene	

•  Point	muta@ons	in	the	proto-oncogene	or	its	control	elements:	causes	an	
increase	in	gene	expression	

Oncogenes	and	Proto-Oncogenes	
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Tumor-Suppressor	Genes	

•  Tumor-suppressor	genes		

•  help	prevent	uncontrolled	cell	growth	

•  Muta@ons	that	decrease	protein	products	of	
tumor-suppressor	genes		

•  may	contribute	to	cancer	onset	

•  Tumor-suppressor	proteins	

•  Repair	damaged	DNA	

•  Control	cell	adhesion	

•  Inhibit	the	cell	cycle	in	the	cell-signaling	
pathway	

The	Mul'step	Model	of	Cancer	Development	
•  Mul@ple	muta@ons	needed	for	cancer	

•  incidence	increases	with	age	

•  A	cancerous	cell	is	characterized	by	at	least	one	ac@ve	oncogene		

•  and	the	muta@on	of	several	tumor-suppressor	genes	

EFFECTS OF MUTATIONS 
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You	should	now	be	able	to:	

1.  Explain	the	concept	of	an	operon	and	the	func@on	of	the	operator,	
repressor,	and	corepressor	

2.  Explain	the	adap@ve	advantage	of	grouping	bacterial	genes	into	an	
operon	

3.  Explain	how	repressible	and	inducible	operons	differ	and	how	those	
differences	reflect	differences	in	the	pathways	they	control	

4.  Explain	how	DNA	methyla@on	and	histone	acetyla@on	affect	
chroma@n	structure	and	the	regula@on	of	transcrip@on	

5.  Define	control	elements	and	explain	how	they	influence	transcrip@on	

6.  Explain	the	role	of	promoters,	enhancers,	ac@vators,	and	repressors	in	
transcrip@on	control	
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7.  Explain	how	eukaryo@c	genes	can	be	coordinately	expressed	

8.  Describe	the	roles	played	by	small	RNAs	on	gene	expression	

9.  Explain	why	determina@on	precedes	differen@a@on		

10.  Describe	two	sources	of	informa@on	that				instruct	a	cell	to	express	
genes	at	the	appropriate	@me	

11.  	Explain	how	muta@ons	in	tumor-suppressor	genes	can	contribute	to	
cancer	


